WHAT ARE YOU DOING THIS SUMMER?

NEW Summer Chinese Studies Program in Taipei, Taiwan

June 15 – August 10, 2024

Program Details

The Emory Summer Chinese Studies Program provides an exciting opportunity to study Chinese language, culture, and the arts in the vibrant city of Taipei, Taiwan. The program collaborates with the Mandarin Training Center (MTC), the oldest and most renowned teaching center in Taiwan located in the National Taiwan Normal University.

- While language study and immersion are required on this program, no prior Chinese is needed or expected.
- Earn 8 Emory credits while choosing one of two academic tracks:
  - Two Chinese language courses equivalent to one year of Chinese at Emory,
  - One Chinese language and one Chinese culture course (CHN/EAS 273: Heritage of China).
- Receive free one-on-one language tutoring Monday through Thursday
- Participate in co-curricular and extra-curricular activities on Fridays and weekends led by local peers
- Visit Yilan to experience hot springs, beaches, Chinese tea culture, and indigenous arts, and take a 3-day trip to Taroko National Park
- Enjoy Taipei's famous night markets, convenient and delicious foods, and a wide variety of bubble teas

Interested?

Online application opens in Mid-December 2023.

Questions? Contact:
Dr. Hong Li
hli01@emory.edu

Dr. Maria Franca Sibau
maria.sibau@emory.edu